Investment Banking Interview Guide: Course Outline
This is the condensed version of this outline. Click Here for the full version.

Click Here to Sign Up Now for the
Investment Banking Interview Guide
The Investment Banking Interview Guide teaches you everything you need to know to land investment
banking offers – efficiently. Here’s the summary of what you get, and what the guide will do for you:
•

Quick Start Guide with 4-hour, 2-day, and week-long prep plans.

•

Pitch Yourself Like a Pro with one of our 18 step-by-step templates for walking through your
background and resume/CV in interviews.

•

Gain Conceptual Mastery with 86+ pages of guidance on “Fit” questions, including how to
prepare and examples of good answers in the major categories.

•

Discuss Deals and Markets Like a Lifelong Banker with 6 sample “deal discussions.” You’ll also
learn how to research deals, companies, and markets efficiently.

•

Get Case Study Practice with 17 Excel-based case studies based on exercises given at
assessment centers in Europe; includes 3-statement modeling, valuation/DCF, M&A, LBO, and
debt/equity cases.

•

Crush Your Technical Questions with 578+ pages of conceptual explanations and interview
questions on the Core Concepts, Accounting, Equity Value and Enterprise Value, Valuation and
DCF Analysis, Merger Models, LBO Models, and more.

•

Test Your Knowledge with 6 interactive quizzes and 218+ questions and answers.

•

365-Day-Per-Year Expert Support: Get responses to your questions, comments, and emails 365
days per year, for as long as you need.

•

Unconditional 12-Month Money-Back Guarantee: You can request a refund for ANY reason
within 12 months of signing up, and there’s no “fine print.”

•

All the content is downloadable to your preferred device (desktops, laptops, tablets,
smartphones, etc.).

•

Lifetime Access: You also get lifetime access, so you can come back to the program whenever
you need it – whether that’s in 1 month, 1 year, or 10 years.

This Guide Is Designed with One Purpose in Mind: To Help You Land
Investment Banking Offers Efficiently

www.BreakingIntoWallStreet.com

Just look at some of the comments below to see a small sampling of the results others have
experienced, thanks to the Investment Banking Interview Guide:

“I was shocked at just how well the guide prepared me for the questions they
asked. It was like they were quizzing me on the guide.”

"I received 12 summer internship offers based upon my BIWS-centric
preparation, and never faced a question through my interviews that I couldn’t
deal with."

"It helped me win my dream full-time offer at Goldman Sachs, and I am
currently interviewing with some private equity mega-funds in my senior year of
college (which I didn’t even think was possible.”
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Read More Reviews from Investment Banking Interview Guide Users

Investment Banking Interview Guide Highlights
Module 1: Action Plan and Quick Start Guide
•
•

You get a Quick Start Guide with 4-hour, 2-day, and 1-week-long study plans, as well as
checklists of everything you need to do before and after the interview.
You'll also learn how the recruiting process works in different regions and at different levels and
what you must do to be a competitive candidate.

Module 2: How to Tell Your Story (Resume Walkthrough Tutorials)
•
•

In this module, you’ll learn how to answer the most important question in any interview: “Tell
me about yourself” or “Walk me through your resume/CV” or “Why are you here today?”
You’ll get a detailed written guide, videos/presentations, and 18 templates and executed
examples that illustrate how to answer this question.

Module 3: Fit Questions and Deal and Market Discussions
•

•

In this module, you’ll learn how to answer "fit" questions (e.g., your strengths, weaknesses, and
leadership skills) and how to discuss deals, companies, and markets, including your own deal
experience.
We focus on the strategies behind answering questions and how to prepare your discussions
efficiently. We provide sample answers for the key "fit" questions as well as many examples of
transaction discussions – for IPOs and equity deals, M&A deals, and debt deals.

Module 4: Technical Questions and Answers
•
•

•

You’ll learn about the core concepts (PV, NPV, IRR, WACC, etc.), accounting and 3-statement
modeling, equity value and enterprise value, and valuation and DCF analysis here.
The lessons and guides also cover M&A deals and merger models, leveraged buyouts and LBO
models, and more specialized topics such as private companies, equity and debt capital markets
analysis, and industry-specific technical questions.
The core sections alone have 578+ pages of instruction and guidance, along with hundreds of
annotated diagrams and screenshots; there are also 18+ Excel files and hundreds of interview
questions and answers.

Module 5: Interactive Quizzes
•

•

This module lets you test your knowledge of the key technical topics by completing quizzes on
Core Concepts, Accounting, Equity Value and Enterprise Value, Valuation and DCF Analysis,
Merger Models, and LBO Models; there are 218+ questions total.
Once you’ve tested yourself with these quizzes, you can download the full answer keys to verify
that you understand the fundamental concepts.

Module 6: Case Study Exercises
•

In this module, you’ll get practice completing a variety of case studies and modeling tests given
in interviews and at assessment centers in the EMEA region.
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•
•

•

The time required for these case studies ranges from 30 minutes up to 2 hours to simulate the
time pressure you will encounter in interviews.
The topics covered include 3-statement modeling, valuation and DCF analysis, M&A and merger
models, LBO modeling, and credit analysis. There are both qualitative and quantitative case
studies, and some exercises mix the two.
We feature companies and deals from all 6 inhabited continents and a variety of industries,
including airlines, manufacturing, professional services, retail, and more.

Our Promise to You...
✓

Get Immediate Access. The instant you sign up, you’ll immediately gain access to the 578+ pages of
written technical guides, the 18 templates for pitching yourself in interviews, the “Fit” guide and
the deal/market discussion templates, the 18+ Excel files, the 218+ practice quiz questions, the 17
case studies, the video tutorials, and more.

✓ 365-Day-Per-Year Expert Support. We have a team of experienced bankers ready to respond to
your questions, comments, and emails 365 days per year, for as long as you need.

✓

Money-Back Guarantee. Breaking Into Wall Street is the first and only interview prep/training
program that comes with an unconditional 12-month money-back guarantee.

Click Here to Sign Up Now for the
Investment Banking Interview Guide
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